Cognitive models of psychopathology suggest that negative biases in information processing are a core feature of many anxiety disorders. Those with clinical anxiety disorders typically show a selective processing bias for threat-relevant information ([@bib7; @bib23]) and therapeutic interventions, such as Cognitive Behavioural Therapy (CBT), are assumed to work by means of correcting biased information processing ([@bib9]). Attention bias (AB) for fear-relevant or threat-related material is frequently assessed by means of an attentional probe task ([@bib20]) in which pairs of fear-relevant and neutral images are presented side-by-side for a brief period (typically 500 ms) followed by a neutral probe that participants are required to categorize. An attention bias index (AB-index) is then computed by subtracting mean response times (RTs) when probes appear in the location previously occupied by a fear-relevant stimulus (e.g., spider image) from mean RTs on trials in which the probe follows a neutral stimulus (e.g., butterfly image). A positive attention bias index (AB-index) indicates a bias towards fear-relevant material while a negative AB-index indicates a bias away from fear-relevant stimuli at that particular time-point. Using this AB-index with static presentation times (typically 500 ms) it has been found that a bias towards threat-relevant material (i.e., a positive AB-index) is a core feature of elevated anxiety across a wide range of both clinical and non-clinical populations ([@bib2]).

Such attentional bias towards fear-relevant stimuli is often interpreted as reflecting vigilance for threat (at a particular time-point) while a bias away from threat at that time point represents avoidance of fear-relevant stimuli. However, given that we know little about the time course of attention biases, which is clearly a highly dynamic process ([@bib49]), the use of theoretical terms such as "vigilance" and "avoidance" are potentially misleading. This is because both those who show a bias toward and a bias away from threat may be characterized by high levels of vigilance with the former group having a problem with disengagement from threat and the latter having a problem with strategic avoidance of threat. Therefore we use the terms "bias towards" and "bias away" throughout this paper rather than the terms "vigilant" and "avoidant".

Different anxiety disorders have quite different trajectories and characteristics, suggesting that a "one size fits all" approach with regard to the nature of information processing biases may not be warranted. While an attention bias for threat at around 500 ms is often assumed to be an important cognitive marker to target in therapy, this may not be equally true for all anxiety disorders. Spider phobia is a good case in point as there is a very mixed set of empirical results and evidence for both a bias towards and a bias away from fear-relevant stimuli across different studies. Using paradigms other than the attentional probe task, it has been shown that high levels of spider fear is associated with an enhanced ability to detect spider-related images ([@bib8; @bib28; @bib34; @bib40; @bib44]). These fast detection abilities observed in visual search tasks have been attributed to the general concept of hyper-vigilance, which describes the tendency to constantly scan the environment for signs of potential threat. While most people are vigilant for potential threat, the prefix *hyper* indicates that this vigilance is strongly enhanced in phobia and high levels of fear. Using various paradigms, there is much evidence consistent with the hypothesis that spider phobia is characterized by a hyper-vigilance for or a deeper engagement with fear-relevant stimuli ([@bib12; @bib15; @bib18; @bib24; @bib29; @bib43; @bib46; @bib47; @bib48]). Using the attentional probe task, [@bib26] presented pairs of photographs of spiders and cats for 200 ms, 500 ms or 2000 ms to two groups of individuals reporting high or low levels of spider fear. They found a positive AB-index (i.e., bias towards spider images) in the spider fearful group *only* in the 200 ms exposure condition with no evidence for AB (either towards or away) at the longer exposures. They concluded that high spider fear is associated with an early vigilance for fear-relevant stimuli that is not maintained over time.

In marked contrast to this early bias towards fearful cues, however, several studies have reported evidence consistent with a bias away from fear-relevant stimuli in both generalized social phobia ([@bib6]) and spider phobia ([@bib14; @bib39]). [@bib39], for instance, found that spider phobic individuals spent less time viewing spider-related pictures relative to injection-relevant or neutral pictures indicating a bias away from fear-relevant threat. By directly tracking eye-gaze, other research has found that high spider-fearful participants show an initial bias towards spider images, followed by a bias away from these fear-relevant images at later temporal periods ([@bib31; @bib35]). [@bib35] reported that spider fearful participants spent a greater proportion of time looking at a spider image during the first 500 ms of picture presentation, but spent less time looking at spiders relative to control participants during the next 500 ms. [@bib31] found a similar pattern in that the speed of the first eye fixation to a spider image was quicker in spider fearful individuals compared to controls while subsequent fixations were spatially further away from spiders in the spider fearful relative to the control participants. In a later study, however, this group ([@bib30]) found a pattern that was more consistent with a general bias away from spider images in spider fearful participants.

[@bib5] using a multidimensional scaling approach proposed that phobia is associated with two different ABs -- one towards threat and the other away from threat -- each reflecting the outcome of a general preference for both threat and safety information. This is consistent with cognitive-motivational theories ([@bib25]) that postulate that hyper-vigilance and avoidance co-occur in phobia in a temporally ordered manner. In other words, highly spider fearful individuals are likely to initially orient towards fear-relevant threat, but then may try to avoid detailed processing of threat in an attempt to reduce their anxious mood. This is an interesting and plausible hypothesis and to date we still know little about the complex dynamics of these fluctuating patterns of bias towards and away from threat. What is likely, however, is that spider phobia is characterized by a frequent flicking back and forth between bias towards and bias away from threat on a trial-by-trial basis ([@bib50]) rather than by a temporally-ordered bias towards followed by bias away (cf., [@bib25]) pattern.

In this context it is very difficult to determine whether an attentional bias for threat (a positive AB-index) is an appropriate target for therapy in phobic conditions. While AB towards threat is fairly consistent in high trait-anxiety ([@bib2]) this is not the case in spider or social phobia. This is a particularly pertinent point given the rapid development of *attention bias modification* (ABM) techniques designed to alter the habitual deployment of attention to threat-related information in high trait anxiety ([@bib21]). One widely used ABM technique employs a variant of the attentional probe task in which the location of the probe always appears in the opposite location to threat - ABM-active - so that people can be "trained" to habitually orient their attention away from specific types of information. The control condition -- ABM-control -- typically presents the probe equally often following threat-relevant and neutral stimuli just as in the standard attentional probe task, so that no particular AB is encouraged and it is not expected that any existing bias would be modified. This is an excellent control condition in that exactly the same stimuli and responses are required in ABM-active and ABM-control conditions, the only difference being in the contingency between the type of stimulus and the location of the probe. Information processing models predict that if AB towards threat is reduced or eliminated by means of ABM then emotional vulnerability should also decrease. While results of ABM are generally somewhat mixed ([@bib27], for recent meta-analysis) it has been reported that ABM can reduce emotional vulnerability and reduce symptoms in both non-clinical and clinical populations ([@bib19; @bib27], for reviews). Importantly, the mixed results may be explained by the relative inefficiency of current ABM interventions to successfully modify AB in the expected direction. When AB is modified in the appropriate direction (i.e., a bias toward threat is reduced, eliminated, or reversed) the evidence for reduced emotional vulnerability is strong ([@bib10]).

Just two studies have examined the potential impact of ABM on reducing spider fear. [@bib33] assigned people reporting high spider fear to a single session of ABM-active or ABM-control and found that ABM-control (a 50/50 condition in which probes appear equally often near spider-related and neutral stimuli) resulted in increased AB towards spider images while the ABM-active condition led to a reduction and a reversal of the bias from AB towards to AB away from threat. Despite appropriate changes in AB, however, there was no difference in the reduction of spider fear between active and control ABM (cf., [@bib10]), leading the authors to conclude that ABM might not be appropriate for treating spider fear. Interestingly, even though all participants were spider fearful, they did not show a significant bias towards spider images at baseline. One possibility is that some participants may have had a bias towards spider images while others may have had a bias away from spider images at baseline (cf., [@bib5]). When these groups are averaged together, of course, the impression would be that there is no overall bias present. While speculative, this is one possible reason why ABM had little impact in the [@bib33] study, as it is not clear what the effect of training to direct attention away from fear-relevant material would be on those who already have a bias away from this material.

In another study, [@bib41] assigned unselected participants to either 'attend spiders' or 'avoid spiders' ABM conditions. At baseline, both groups showed a small bias away from spider-related images, which reverted to a strong bias towards spider-related images following 'attend' training, whereas the 'avoid' training group showed a larger bias away from spider images following training. As in the [@bib33] study, however, changes in AB had little impact on self-report and physiological indicators of fear.

Thus, two studies have shown that it is possible to modify attention biases in spider fearful individuals but that the resulting changes in bias have little impact on indices of spider fear. This is not what we would expect from an information-processing model ([@bib10]), which would predict that changes in bias toward threat would result in reduced fear vulnerability. It may be that spider fear is not as affected by biases in attention as seems to be the case in other anxiety disorders. Alternatively, very substantive shifts in bias might required to change spider fear vulnerability given the evidence that it takes longer to extinguish conditioned fear responses to evolutionary ancient stimuli -- like spiders -relative to positive or neutral stimuli (e.g., [@bib52]). Thus, traditional ABM training may be insufficient to reduce this type of fearful vulnerability. What further complicates the issue, however, is the evidence that spider fear is associated with two types of AB -- one towards fear-relevant threat and the other away from fear-relevant threat. This means that typical ABM-active training (i.e., to avoid threat) may not be appropriate for all participants (e.g., those that already show a bias away from threat). Before drawing the conclusion that ABM procedures are ineffective for the treatment of spider fear, therefore, we believe that it is important to investigate ABM with a larger sample size allowing for comparison of subsets of participants with either a bias toward fear-relevant images or a bias away from fear-relevant images to determine whether ABM is differentially effective for these subgroups both in terms of modifying bias and in modifying indices of spider fear vulnerability.

The first question that arises is how to determine whether a participant has a bias toward or a bias away from threat as no standard magnitude of AB has been determined as an indication of clear bias. In a comprehensive study of the dynamic nature of AB to threat, it has been shown that, a consistent AB towards threat is not typical of high trait-anxious individuals. While 34% of high trait-anxious participants did show a consistent AB towards a range of different threat categories (e.g., angry faces, aggressive dogs), 20.8% showed a bias away from all categories of threat, and 34% showed a bias towards some categories of threat and a bias away from others ([@bib49]). In a careful analysis, [@bib49] concluded that an AB-index \>25 ms is the most appropriate and conservative criterion to use as evidence for AB towards threat and an AB-index \< −25 ms is an appropriate criterion to indicate an AB away from threat. An AB-index between −25 ms and +25 ms was considered to be the most appropriate criterion to indicate no bias. In a comparison of different cut-off criteria their data showed that the −25 ms and +25 ms criteria maximized the prevalence of bias toward and bias away sub-groups. Therefore, we followed the criteria recommended by [@bib49] to ensure that we would have reasonable sample sizes in each of our Initial Bias groups: Bias Toward, Bias Away, and No Bias.

While studies investigating AB using the attentional probe task in relation to trait-anxiety have typically used a presentation time of 500 ms ([@bib2; @bib49]) we used a shorter presentation time of 200 ms. This was because previous studies have failed to find evidence for either bias toward or bias away from fear-relevant threat in spider phobia at presentation times longer than 200 ms ([@bib26]). In our own pilot studies, we found that most spider fearful individuals typically showed a pattern of either bias towards or bias away from spider images at 200 ms, while the pattern of AB with 500 ms was inconsistent and largely insignificant.

The primary aim of the current study was to determine whether the efficacy of ABM on a) spider-related AB and b) subjective fear vulnerability would be influenced by the direction of the initial bias (Bias Toward, Bias Away, No Bias) demonstrated by spider fearful participants. We should note that the direction and magnitude of initial bias in the pre-ABM task was not determined until the end of the study when the data were prepared for analysis. Developing a better understanding of whether initial bias makes a difference to the efficacy of ABM is an important first step in ensuring that the most appropriate interventions are designed and used therapeutically and personalized for the particular individual.

1. Method {#sec1}
=========

1.1. Participants {#sec1.1}
-----------------

The Spider Phobia Questionnaire (SPQ: [@bib16]) was completed by around 350 students at the University of Essex and those scoring above 8 - considered to be indicative of high spider fear **(**[@bib16]**) --** were invited to participate. Once participants gave informed consent, they were randomly assigned to either 'active' attentional training (ABM-Active: n = 70) or to a control condition (ABM-Control: n = 70). Nine participants failed to attend the first session and four were excluded because they were aware of the nature and purpose of the ABM study having completed a similar study in another lab. Thus, 127 participants (102 female/25 male) between the ages of 18 and 55 years took part in the research with 66 in the ABM-Active and 61 in the ABM-Control condition.

1.2. Apparatus and stimuli {#sec1.2}
--------------------------

Forty-eight photographs of spiders and forty-eight photographs of mushrooms were downloaded from the Internet and converted to grey-scale for use in the attentional probe and the ABM tasks. The size of the spider or mushroom within the frame was matched across all pictures. Each picture measured 3.5 cm by 4 cm and subtended a visual angle of 6° × 8° at a viewing distance of 57 cm with the centre of each picture being 5 cm from fixation. Targets consisted of 2 dots either vertical (:) or horizontal (..) in orientation measuring .5 cm in length that appeared 5 cm from the central fixation.

A further 20 photographs of fear-relevant threat-related images (pictures of spiders & spider bites) were used in the Stress Task. They were separated into two sets of 10 and were rated as being highly threatening in a pilot study by a sample of 20 undergraduate students. There was no difference in threat-rating between the two sets of pictures on a scale of 1--9 (mean = 7.8 and 8.1 for set 1 and set 2, respectively, t(19) \< 1).

Stimuli were presented on a 17-inch monitor with a resolution of 768 × 1024 and connected to a Power Macintosh G3 computer running PsyScope software to display stimuli and record reaction times in milliseconds ([@bib11]). Button-press responses to the attentional probe and ABM procedures were recorded on a USB- based RB-834 response pad with a built in timer that allowed data to be collected with 1- millisecond accuracy. Physiological signals were recorded with an Omron 705CP-II (HEM- 759-E2) monitor that allowed well-calibrated measures of systolic and diastolic blood pressure (mmHg) as well as average heart-rate (bpm).

1.3. Measures and tasks {#sec1.3}
-----------------------

### 1.3.1. Spider phobia questionnaire (SPQ) {#sec1.3.1}

The SPQ is a standardized 31-item true/false questionnaire that is well established as a reliable and valid instrument for the assessment of spider fear ([@bib16]).

### 1.3.2. Trait anxiety (STAI) {#sec1.3.2}

The trait-anxiety form of the Spielberger Trait-State Anxiety Inventory is a well-validated 20-item questionnaire developed to measure dispositional trait-anxiety ([@bib38]). Participants score each item on a 4-point Likert type scale and the total score ranges from 20 (very low trait-anxiety) to 80 (very high trait-anxiety).

### 1.3.3. Depression (BDI-II) {#sec1.3.3}

The Beck Depression Inventory-II ([@bib4]) is a well-validated 21-item questionnaire that provides a measure of depression severity. Participants score each item on a 4-point Likert type scale and total scores of 0--13 are considered to be within the minimal range, 14--19 reflects mild depression, 20--28, moderate depression, while scores from 29 to 63 are considered severe.

### 1.3.4. Spider fear vulnerability {#sec1.3.4}

Immediately before and after ABM (ABM-Active and ABM-Control) participants were asked to imagine as vividly as they could being in the presence of a spider and to indicate their feelings on two visual analogue (VAS***)*** scales along the dimensions of "anxiety" and "discomfort" by placing an × on a 100 mm line ranging from 0 (not at all) to 100 (extremely). Because these dimensions yielded similar results the scores were combined and averaged to provide a "Fear Vulnerability" score for statistical analysis. Pilot testing with 20 high spider fearful individuals demonstrated a strong relationship between the magnitude of galvanic skin conductance elevation and of fear vulnerability on the VAS scale, (r (19) = .74, p \< .001) when observing images of spiders, relative to mushrooms, indicating that this simple measure is a good indicator of fearful reactivity to spider-related threat in fearful individuals.

### 1.3.5. Stress score {#sec1.3.5}

A series of 10 highly threatening spider-related images were presented in high resolution on a large computer screen. Each image was presented for 20 s and participants rated each photograph in terms of how stressed and uncomfortable the photograph made them feel on a scale from 1 (not at all stressful/uncomfortable) to 9 (extremely stressful/uncomfortable). Thus, the total "stress" score ranged from 10 (no distress) to 90 (extremely distressed). A pilot study (n = 20) confirmed that this task induced significant discomfort, as measured by both subjective report and physiological response, in those with a high fear of spiders. For instance, a strong positive correlation was found between degree of skin conductance elevation and the stress score (r (19) = .86, p \< .001).

### 1.3.6. Blood pressure[1](#fn1){ref-type="fn"} {#sec1.3.6}

Both systolic (SBP) and diastolic (DPB) blood pressure was measured in mmHg immediately after the 'stress task' (see above) both before and after ABM (ABM-Active and ABM-Control).

### 1.3.7. Heart rate {#sec1.3.7}

The average heart rate in beats per minute (bpm) was recorded immediately after the 'stress task' both before and after ABM (ABM-Active and ABM-Control).

### 1.3.8. Attentional probe task {#sec1.3.8}

The pre-ABM probe task consisted of 128 trials delivered in two blocks of 64 trials each. Each trial began with "Next Trial" at the centre of the screen for 500 ms, and participants were told to focus their gaze upon this. Fixation was immediately followed by two pictures, a spider and a mushroom picture, one above fixation and the other below, with each picture type appearing equally often in each location. The pictures were replaced, after 200 ms by a target appearing in the location of one of the pictures. Half the time the target appeared in the top location, and the other half in the bottom location. Half the time the target was horizontal and the other half of the time it was vertical and response mapping was counterbalanced across participants. If the participant made a mistake a 50 Mhz tone was sounded as feedback, followed by the next trial. Across the 128 trials, 64 contained a target appearing in the location of the mushroom pictures while 64 contained a target appearing in the location of the spider pictures. These experimental trials were preceded by 18 practice trials to ensure that participants understood the task. 32 spider images and 32 mushroom images were randomly selected to be included in the pre-ABM (and ABM) sessions and each of these images was presented twice during the pre-ABM session.

The post ABM attentional probe task was identical except that half the trials contained pictures that had been presented during the ABM session (ABM-Active and ABM-Control), while the other half involved 32 new pictures (16 spider images and 16 mushroom images) not used in the ABM phase. This ensured that we could assess whether the effects of the ABM training generalized (near-transfer) to a new set of similar images.

### 1.3.9. Attention bias modification active training condition (ABM-Active) {#sec1.3.9}

The ABM-Active procedure consisted of the attentional probe task, as described above, that was modified to facilitate the development of an attentional bias to avoid fear-relevant images. As before, each trial contained a photograph of a spider and a mushroom, but this time the probe always appeared in the location of the mushroom image (i.e., in the opposite location to the spider image). The same 16 spider and 16 mushroom images as used in the pre-ABM attentional probe task were used and each was repeated 9 times during the ABM session. Participants completed 576 trials in total, which were delivered in 9 blocks of 64 trials each.

### 1.3.10. Attention bias modification no -- Training control condition (ABM-Control) {#sec1.3.10}

The ABM-Control procedure was identical to the ABM-active procedure except that now the probe appeared equally often in the location previously occupied by the mushroom and spider pictures. This 50:50 control procedure was not expected to modify or induce any underlying biases.

1.4. Procedure {#sec1.4}
--------------

Participants were randomly assigned to ABM-Active or ABM-Control groups and neither participants nor the experimenter was aware of which condition the participant had been assigned to until after the experiment. Following informed consent each participant completed the STAI trait anxiety scale and the BDI-II. There were three phases: (1) In the pre-ABM phase, an Omron cuff was attached to the left arm to record heart-rate and blood pressure. Participants completed the Stress Task and VAS scales, following which the arm cuff was removed. The attentional probe task was then completed to measure initial biases in attention towards spider and mushroom targets. (2) Each participant then completed a single session of ABM (active or control). (3) The post-ABM probe task was then presented to measure any changes in attentional bias following each of the ABM conditions (ABM-Active and ABM-Control). The Omron cuff was again placed on the left arm followed by the Stress Task (with a different set of images) and VAS scales. Finally, participants were debriefed and either paid £5 or given course credit for their participation in the study.

2. Results {#sec2}
==========

2.1. Data preparation {#sec2.1}
---------------------

### 2.1.1. Calculation of initial attentional bias index (AB-index) {#sec2.1.1}

We computed attentional bias prior to ABM by subtracting mean Response Time (RT) of spider congruent image trials from the mean RT of spider incongruent image trials for each participant. To classify each participant\'s pre-training AB-index as reflecting either No AB, AB Towards or AB Away from spider cues we operationalized a conservative criterion value as outlined by [@bib49]. Specifically, we defined an AB-index \> 25 ms as the criterion for AB Towards spider images and an AB-index \< −25 ms as the criterion for AB Away from spider images. No Bias was defined as AB-index \> −25 ms *and* AB-index \< 25 ms (i.e., an AB-index between −25 ms and +25 ms).

### 2.1.2. Data reduction {#sec2.1.2}

All trials with incorrect responses (2.9% of pre- and post ABM trials) and RT outliers (i.e. RTs \<200 ms or \>2000 ms (3.8% of pre and post-ABM trials)), were excluded.

### 2.1.3. Calculation of attentional bias (AB) {#sec2.1.3}

In accordance with the traditional computation of sample-level AB, we calculated the direction, magnitude and statistical significance of AB for spider-related images. Prior to the ABM session, mean RTs for the entire sample was just 4 ms faster on spider congruent (644 ms) relative to spider incongruent (648 ms) trials, [t]{.ul} (126) -- 1.1, [p]{.ul} \< .14, Cohen\'s d = .04,[2](#fn2){ref-type="fn"} demonstrating no overall AB towards spider images. However, the RT difference between congruent and incongruent trials (AB-index) ranged from −105 ms up to +96 ms. There were no correlations between pre-ABM AB-index scores and scores on the SPQ (r = .004, p \< .967), pre-ABM Stress Score (r = .103, p \< .250) and pre-ABM Spider Fear Vulnerability ratings (r = .102, p \< .254). To further explore whether AB prior to ABM might be associated in a non-linear (V-shaped) way around the zero point (i.e., no difference between spider congruent and incongruent trials) we conducted two separate correlations between SPQ scores and AB-index for those with a positive AB-index (\>+ 1 ms) and those with a negative AB-index (\<−1 ms). Neither correlation reached significance (r(71) = −.01 and r(56) = −.14, respectively). Interestingly, Trait Anxiety did correlate with the magnitude of both a positive AB-index (r(71) = .33, p \< .01) and a negative AB-index (r(56) = −.26, p \< .05).

### 2.1.4. Classification of initial attentional bias groups {#sec2.1.4}

Initial bias groups were determined based on the AB-index of \>25 ms and \<−25 ms criterion cut-offs at the pre-ABM session and this calculation was made after all testing had been completed when data was being prepared for analysis. Participants expressed the following patterns of attention bias in the pre-ABM session: a) 35% of participants (n = 44) demonstrated AB Towards spider-related images; b) 28% (n = 36) demonstrated AB Away from spider-related images; and c) 37% of participants (n = 47) demonstrated No Bias either towards, or away, from spider-related images. [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} shows that anxiety and depression-related variables did not differ among the three initial bias groups.

### 2.1.5. Impact of ABM as a function of initial AB groups on change in attention bias {#sec2.1.5}

The distribution of participants with different directions of initial bias did not differ across the ABM-active (AB Towards n = 27, AB Away n = 18, No Bias n = 21) and ABM-control (AB Towards n = 17, AB Away n = 18, No Bias n = 26) conditions, Chi-Squared = 2.61, p = .271. A pre-ABM bias index was computed by subtracting mean Response Time (RT) of spider congruent image trials from the mean RT of spider incongruent image trials for each participant for each initial bias group. Preliminary analyses of the post-ABM AB-index demonstrated that the pattern of results was similar for both old and new items on the post-ABM attentional probe task. Therefore, to simply analysis, post-ABM attentional bias scores for new and old items were combined since the pattern of results did not differ between these items. The bias scores on these items were combined to make a single post-ABM AB-index by subtracting mean RTs of (old and new) spider congruent image trials from the mean RTs of (old and new) spider incongruent image trials for each participant. A pre-to-post AB change score was also computed by subtracting post-ABM AB-index scores from pre-ABM AB-index scores to evaluate the magnitude of change in AB from before to after ABM.

The AB indices for each Initial Bias group as a function of ABM before and after a single session of ABM (active or control) are shown in [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}. A 2 (ABM Group: ABM-active, ABM-control) X 3 (Initial Bias: AB Towards, AB Away, No Bias) X 2 (Session: Pre-ABM, Post ABM) ANOVA was conducted with the AB-index as the dependent variable. There were main effects for ABM Group, F (1,121) = 16.7, p \< .000, partial η^2^ = .122, and Initial Bias, F(2,121) = 69.9, p \< .000, partial η^2^ = .536, as well as an ABM Group × Session interaction, F(1,121) = 31.0, p \< .001, partial η^2^ = .204, which was subsumed within a 3-way interaction between ABM Group, Session and Initial Bias, F(2, 121) = 3.07, p \< .05, partial η^2^ = .048. This interaction was confirmed by an ABM Group × Initial Bias interaction, F(2, 121) = 3.1, p \< .05, partial η^2^ = .048, using the pre-to-post AB change score as the dependent variable.

To further explore the nature of this interaction two 1-way ANOVAs were computed with Initial Bias (AB Towards, AB Away, No Bias) as a between-subjects factor and the pre-to-post AB change score as the dependent variable for each ABM Group. There were main effects of Initial Bias for both ABM-active, F(2, 65) = 64.5, p \< .001, partial η^2^ = .672 and ABM-control groups, F((2, 60) = 37.6, p \< .001, partial η^2^ = .565). A series of planned t-tests revealed greater changes in AB in ABM-active relative to ABM-control conditions for the AB Toward (t(42) = 5,4, p \< .001, Cohen\'s d = 7.5) and No Bias (t(45) = 2.5, p \< .02, Cohen\'s d = 3.27) groups, with no difference in the AB Away (t(34) = 1.9, p \< .07, Cohen\'s d = 2.96) group. Another way of looking at the data is to examine the number of participants from each Initial Bias group who moved to another bias group using the same criterion for the post-ABM AB-index (i.e., Bias Toward = \> +25 ms; Bias Away = \< −25 ms; No Bias = \> −25 ms to \< + 25 ms). These data are shown in [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} and demonstrate that the Bias Toward group had the largest number of participants shifting bias category following ABM-active training.

2.2. Impact of ABM as a function of the different initial AB groups on emotional reactivity {#sec2.2}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The impact of the initial bias on the degree of change in emotional reactivity to fear-relevant images was assessed by means of comparing performance on the 'Stress Task' and on the VAS 'Spider Fear Vulnerability' ratings when imagining being in the presence of a live spider for each of the ABM training groups (see [Tables 2 and 3](#tbl2 tbl3){ref-type="table"} for mean scores).

### 2.2.1. Impact of ABM on change on the stress task {#sec2.2.1}

A 2 (ABM Group: ABM-active, ABM-placebo) × 3 (Initial Bias: AB Towards, AB Away, no bias) × 2 (Session: Pre-ABM, Post ABM) ANOVA demonstrated main effects of ABM Group, F(1, 121) = 26.2, p \< .00, partial η^2^ = .178, and Session, F(1, 121) = 50.3, p \< .000, partial η^2^ = .294. There was an ABM Group × Session interaction, F(1, 121) = 43.9, p \< .00, partial η^2^ = .266, which was not further qualified by the type of Initial Bias for the 'Stress Task'. This was confirmed by analysis of the pre-to-post Stress Task change score as the dependent variable, F((2, 60) = 37.6, p \< .001, partial η^2^ = .565). As shown in [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}, the level of stress decreased following ABM-active training but not following ABM-control for all Initial Bias groups.

#### 2.2.1.1. Impact of ABM on change in spider fear vulnerability {#sec2.2.1.1}

A 2 (ABM Group: ABM-active, ABM-placebo) × 3 (Initial Bias: AB Towards, AB Away, no bias) × 2 (Session: Pre-ABM, Post ABM) ANOVA demonstrated main effects of ABM Group, F(1, 121) = 16.1, p \< .00, partial η^2^ = .118, and Initial Bias F(2,121) = 3.9, p \< .024, partial η^2^ = .060. There was an ABM Group × Session interaction, F(1, 121) = 6.3, p \< .000, partial η^2^ = .049, which was further qualified by the type of Initial Bias, F(2,121) = 15.1, p \< .000, partial η^2^ = .200. This interaction was confirmed by an ABM Group × Initial Bias interaction, F(2, 121) = 15.1, p \< .001, partial η^2^ = .200, using the pre-to-post change in spider fear vulnerability score as the dependent variable. See [Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"} for detailed statistics.

To further explore the nature of this interaction two 1-way ANOVAs were computed with Initial Bias (AB towards, AB away, No Bias) as a between-subjects factor and the pre-to-post change in fear vulnerability scores as the dependent variable for each ABM Group. There was a main effect of Initial Bias for the ABM-active, F(2, 65) = 16.9, p \< .001, partial η^2^ = .349 but not the ABM-control group, F((2, 60) = 2.2, p \< .122, partial η^2^ = .015). A series of planned t-tests revealed a greater reduction in fear vulnerability in the ABM-active relative to ABM-control condition for the AB Toward (t(42) = −5.1, p \< .001, Cohen\'s d = −1.63) group. However, for the AB Away group there was a significant *increase* in fear vulnerability following active relative to control ABM, (t(34) = 3.5, p \< .001, Cohen\'s d = 1.19), group with no difference in the No Bias (t(45) \< 1, p \< .48, Cohen\'s d = −.235) group.

### 2.2.2. Predictors of post ABM stress and spider fear vulnerability {#sec2.2.2}

Two regression analyses were computed in order to determine whether ABM Group; SPQ scores, and the pre-to-post AB change predicted the degree of change in Stress and Spider Fear Vulnerability ratings following a single session of ABM. These three variables were entered into the regression in a fixed order as predictors. For post-ABM Stress ratings as the outcome measure, the overall regression equation was significant, Adjusted R^2^ = .251, R^2^ Change = .268, F Change (3, 123) = 15.0, p \< .001. The only predictor that was significantly related to Stress ratings was ABM Group (B = 14.9, Beta = .51, p \< .001, partial correlation = .484). Partial correlations between the outcome measure (change in stress ratings) and SPQ scores (r = .024) and bias change scores (r = −.032) were not significant. A similar regression was run with post-ABM Spider Fear Vulnerability ratings as the outcome variable with the same three predictors. The overall regression equation was significant, Adjusted R^2^ = .137, R^2^ Change = .157, F Change (3, 123) = 7.6, p \< .001. The only predictor that was significantly related to change in Fear Vulnerability was change in bias (B = −.079, Beta = −.310, p \< .001, partial correlation = −.301). Partial correlations between the outcome measure (change in fear vulnerability ratings) and SPQ scores (r = −.14) and ABM group (r = .134) were not significant.

3. Discussion {#sec3}
=============

A single session of ABM-active training resulted in a significant change in AB for all the Initial Bias groups. This change was significantly greater in the active ABM condition relative to the control ABM condition for the Bias Toward and the No Bias groups, but not for the Bias Away group (see [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). ABM-active also resulted in a marked decrease in ratings on our Stress Task for all Initial Bias groups with no decrease following a session of ABM-control. The nature of the initial AB expressed had little impact on the effectiveness of ABM-active on reducing stress ratings. However, a reduction in Spider Fear Vulnerability following ABM-active only occurred for the initial Bias Toward group with an increase in Fear Vulnerability ratings following ABM-control for this group. ABM-active actually led to an increase in Fear Vulnerability in those who initially expressed a Bias Away from spider images. Thus, while stress ratings did decrease following ABM-active in this group, the ratings of spider fear vulnerability actually increased to a significant extent following a session of ABM-active, relative to ABM-control. Interestingly, a regression analysis demonstrated that the magnitude of change in fear vulnerability following ABM was predicted by the magnitude of change in AB from before to after ABM supporting the assumption of information processing models of emotion vulnerability ([@bib10]).

These results add to the only other study using ABM with spider fearful individuals ([@bib33]). Ignoring the direction of initial bias for the moment, both studies found a small non-significant pre-training AB towards spider images (9 ms and 4 ms, respectively) that reversed to a bias away following active relative to control ABM. The results of both studies are also very similar in terms of the impact of ABM-active on AB with significant ABM Group × Session interactions in both studies indicating that spider fearful individuals demonstrate a significantly lower AB for spider threat following ABM-active relative to ABM-control training. However, the pattern of results across the two studies differed in terms of measures of post-ABM mood. [@bib33] found no reduction in spider fear in the ABM-active, relative to the ABM-control group and instead found a general increase in distress across several visual analogue scales following both ABM conditions. In contrast, the current study found that ABM-active training led to a significant reduction in the level of stress, as well as the degree of fear vulnerability relative to an ABM-control condition. The current study had a larger sample size than the [@bib33] study (\>60 compared to 20 per group) and therefore there was greater statistical power to pick up a small to medium effect size.

The more important finding of the present study, however, is the demonstration that the efficacy of ABM was influenced by the direction of an individual\'s initial bias for threat. Those showing an initial bias towards spider-related images (as defined by a conservative criterion of a minimum speeding of 25 ms on spider congruent relative to incongruent trials: [@bib49]) benefited the most from ABM, with a significant reduction in AB after active training that was accompanied by a reduction in subjective feelings of spider fear vulnerability when imagining that they were in the presence of a live spider (parallelling the overall results) as well as a reduction of stress ratings on the Stress Task. ABM-active training also resulted in a change in bias for those with no initial bias for threat (mean differences between spider congruent and incongruent trials were between −25 ms and +25 ms) training (either 'active' or 'placebo') in that the average post-ABM AB-index was a bias away from threat of −14 ms. This change in bias was also accompanied by a reduction in post-ABM stress ratings, but not fear vulnerability ratings. Despite a significant change in bias in this (and other) groups the mean AB scores following ABM all fall within the No Bias criterion that we used to categorize participants into Initial Bias groups as shown in [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}. [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} shows the numbers of people in each Initial Bias group that changed from their original category to another category following ABM that was calculated according to the same criterion. There is no clear statistical test that is appropriate here but examination of the data demonstrate that only 1 participant in the Bias Toward group were still categorized as "bias toward" following active ABM confirming the findings that ABM was most successful for those with an initial bias to selectively attend towards threat.

Interestingly, participants with an initial Bias Toward spider images who were exposed to an ABM-control condition showed a reduction in the degree of AB from before to after ABM training but this was accompanied by an *increase* in fear vulnerability when imagining that they were in the presence of a spider after training. It is not clear why level of fear vulnerability increased for this group following a session of ABM-control. While the ABM-control condition is designed not to induce any particular bias because of the 50:50 ratio, it nevertheless is that case that a participant\'s attention is drawn towards a location recently occupied by a highly fear-relevant stimuli on half of the trials. The ABM-active condition, in contrast, draws attention away from threat on 100% of trials. This contingency in the ABM-control condition may have led to increasing feelings of anxiety and discomfort. This seems to be a plausible explanation but is not consistent with the observed reduction in the degree of AB toward threat in this group, which according to information processing models should be associated with a reduction in emotional reactivity ([@bib10]).

Participants with an initial Bias Away from threat at baseline (an average slowing of more than 25 ms on spider congruent relative to incongruent trials) were the group that showed the least benefit form ABM. They showed reduced AB away from spider threat following ABM-active training along with increased levels of reported fear vulnerability when imagining that they were in the presence of a spider. It\'s difficult to explain why those with an initial Bias Away did not show an increased AB away from threat following ABM. There may have been some regression to the mean operating here. Alternatively, exposing spider-avoidant participants to a computer-based task involving lots of fear-relevant images might break down their typical attention bias (a safety AB) thus leading to increased processing of the feared object and a related increase in fear vulnerability. We should note, however, that this group did show a reduction in stress ratings on the Stress Task that is difficult to reconcile with this explanation.

In summary, this study indicates that spider fearful individuals do not benefit equally from ABM training. Specifically, differences in initial bias may mask the impact of ABM interventions in groups with specific fears and that the overall non-significant bias of just 4 ms at baseline is misleading. It is possible that the same pattern would hold for the [@bib33] data. While they did not examine different direction of initial bias they did find a very similar overall pattern of results as our study in terms of impact on AB alongside an increase in anxiety and discomfort following ABM-active -- which is the pattern we found for those who initially expressed a Bias Away from spider threat. While obviously speculative, it is possible that there were a high proportion of participants who showed a Bias Away from threat in the [@bib33] study and this group may have driven the results in terms of ABM induced increases in distress following training.

There are a number of limitations to the present study that should be noted. First, we presented a single session of ABM and it is likely that multiple-sessions are required to produce stronger and long-lasting therapeutic effects (but see [@bib13]). Second, we assessed the impact of ABM immediately following training and it will be important for future research to include longer-term follow-up assessments. Third, we recruited a sub-clinical group of individuals who reported high spider fear and therefore caution in generalizing these results to a clinical population is warranted. A careful analysis of the direction of pre-existing AB in clinical phobias would be of particular interest. We know that a bias away from threat is common in clinical phobia ([@bib6; @bib30]) but there has been no examination to our knowledge of the proportion of those who express the different type of biases. Given the results of [@bib49] showing that high levels of trait-anxiety are associated with a range of AB (Bias Toward, Bias Away and No Bias) and the current study showing that spider fear is also associated with a variety of pre-existing biases (Bias Toward, Bias Away and No Bias) it is important to investigate this issue further in clinical populations. This becomes a particularly critical research question when one considers the possibility that these differences in AB may have an impact on the efficacy of therapeutic interventions. It is also important to develop appropriate ways to categorize participants into different Initial Bias groups in future research. This paper represents a first step in this direction. One of the reviewer\'s of this paper suggested using a high confidence threshold of + or −10 ms to categorize the No Bias group, rather than the \> −25 ms -- \< 25 ms that we used on the basis of empirical evidence ([@bib49]). While this is an interesting suggestion, we felt on balance that it was more appropriate to use the criteria as outlined by [@bib49] on empirical grounds. We did look at our data with this high confidence criterion and found that the pattern of results was largely similar with some effects not now reaching significance probably because of the lower statistical power induced by losing some participants with this criterion. Future studies could usefully investigate these questions with the use of such high confidence criteria to determine when no bias is being expressed.

There are many challenges to such a research agenda not least of which is the fact that the test-retest reliability of the attentional probe task is often low ([@bib36; @bib45]) indicating that the attentional probe task is not a highly reliable measure of AB. In a careful analysis of this issue, it has been shown that there are a number of approaches that researchers can take to improve the reliability of the dot probe in clinical populations ([@bib32]). One way forward is to capture the dynamic nature of AB by examining AB at the level of individual trials rather than overall means of threat-congruent and incongruent trials across hundreds of trials ([@bib50]). This trial-level bias score (TL-BS) is calculated by subtracting contiguous pairs of threat-congruent and threat-incongruent trials in the standard attentional probe task and therefore provides repeated estimates of AB at the trial level. [@bib50] calculated a TL-BS in a population of spider phobic participants and found a pattern of highly dynamic temporal variability ranging from a bias away from spider stimuli to a bias towards spider stimuli. Importantly, in a follow-up experiment with smoking-related material the split-half reliability of the new TL-BS measure was found to be much higher (r = .31 to .67) than is typically found with the traditional sample level AB (r = .06: [@bib36; @bib45]). The number of trials was too low to compute split-half reliability in the spider phobia sample. Future research is needed to further examine the direction and dynamic nature of AB to refine a variety of (hopefully) more reliable measures of fear-relevant biases in attention. The development of more reliable paradigms to assess AB is essential in order to conduct a detailed investigation of the impact of therapeutic interventions on clinical symptoms and the role that pre-existing individual differences in AB might play in efficacy of interventions such as ABM.

With these limitations in mind, our finding that ABM reduced certain aspects of spider fear, especially for those with a strong initial vigilance for spiders, is important as many people do not seek help for fear of spiders and yet this condition can cause significant distress and interference with daily life. The fact that ABM can be successfully implemented via the Internet, in a person\'s own home ([@bib21]) opens the possibility that these interventions may be of benefit in helping people deal with a profound fear of spiders. We conclude that it is too soon to conclude that ABM will not be of benefit for those with specific phobias. A promising line of future research would examine whether initial pre-treatment patterns of AB correlate with, or predict, therapeutic outcomes ([@bib30]) and this research agenda will be dependent on the development of more reliable measures of AB.
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Physiological measures (blood pressure and heart-rate) were taken for a larger study looking into physiological baseline measures of different clinical conditions and are not directly relevant for present purposes. As a matter of interest, we did analyse whether any differential changes occurred on these measures following the different ABM training conditions and found no significant effects. Therefore, physiological measures will not be discussed any further.

Note that Cohen\'s d was calculated using the pooled variance as the denominator for all repeated measures comparisons ([@bib51]).

![Mean AB scores before (pre-ABM) and after (post-ABM) a single session of ABM for each of the Initial Bias groups (Bias Toward, Bias Away and No Bias).](gr1){#fig1}

![Numbers and percentages of participants distributed across 'Bias Toward' 'Bias Away' and 'No Bias' categories following either active or control ABM for each of the Initial Bias groups.](gr2){#fig2}

###### 

Scores on the Spider Phobia Questionnaire (SPQ), Spielberger Trait Anxiety Inventory, and Beck Depression Inventory (BDI:II) as a function of Initial Bias prior to assignment to attention training condition.

                  AB toward     AB away       No bias       *F* (2, 124)
  --------------- ------------- ------------- ------------- ----------------
  SPQ             18.1 (4.7)    18.0 (4.6)    17.8 (5.4)    \<1
  Trait Anxiety   38.3 (12.5)   38.9 (13.2)   33.4 (10.4)   2.8, p \< .061
  BDI:II          6.0 (3.5)     5.3 (2.1)     5.2 (2.6)     \<1

###### 

Mean Scores and Standard Deviations (in brackets) for the three initial bias groups: AB Toward, AB Away and No Bias for pre- and post-ABM assessment periods for scores on the Stress Task for those in the ABM-Active and ABM-control groups. *d refers to Cohen\'s d values*.

                 Pre-ABM      Post-ABM       Pre to post change
  -------------- ------------ -------------- ----------------------------------
  AB Towards                                 
   ABM-Active    71.5 (5.2)   53.5 (14.1)    t(26) = 7.4, p \< .001, d = 1.42
   ABM-Control   70.2 (4.7)   69.1 (11.3)    t(16) \< 1, p \< .66, d = 0.11
                 t(42) \< 1   t(42) = −3.8   
                 p \< .41     p \< .001      
                 d = 0.26     d = −1.22      
  AB Away                                    
   ABM-Active    68.3 (7.3)   53.1 (15.2)    t(17) = 4.4, p \< .001, d = 1.04
   ABM-Control   69.5 (5.4)   71.6 (15.7)    t(17) \< 1, p \< .55, d = 0.14
                 t(34) \< 1   t(34) = −3.6   
                 p \< .57     p \< .001      
                 d = −0.19    d = −1.98      
  No Bias                                    
   ABM-Active    70.7 (6.4)   56.7 (12.2)    t(20) = 4.6, p \< .001, d = 1.01
   ABM-Control   70.0 (5.1)   67.3 (10.7)    t(25) = 1.2, p \< .22, d = 0.24
                 t(45) \< 1   t(45) = −3.2   
                 p \< .66     p \< .002      
                 d = 0.12     d = −0.92      

###### 

Mean Scores and Standard Deviations (in brackets) for the three initial bias groups: AB Toward, AB Away and No Bias for pre- and post-ABM assessment periods for scores on the Anxiety/Discomfort Scale for those in the ABM-Active and ABM-control groups. *d refers to Cohen\'s d values*.

                 Pre-ABM        Post-ABM       Pre to post change
  -------------- -------------- -------------- -----------------------------------
  AB Towards                                   
   ABM-Active    63.1 (11.3)    48.9 (9.1)     t(26) = 5.4, p \< .001, d = 1.04
   ABM-Control   59.7 (11.9)    65.0 (8.1)     t(16) = −2.21,p \< .001, d = 0.54
                 t(42) \< 1     t(42) = −6.0   
                 P \< .87       p \< .001      
                 d = 0.29       d = −1.90      
  AB Away                                      
   ABM-Active    56.9 (5.7)     62.9 (6.9)     t(17) = −4.6, p \< .001, d = 1.09
   ABM-Control   65.0 (8.3)     63.4 (6.3)     t(17) \< 1, p \< .37, d = 0.22
                 t(34) = −3.4   t(34) \< 1     
                 p \< .002      p \< .98       
                 d = −1.1       d = −0.10      
  No Bias                                      
   ABM-Active    54.4 (11.2)    51.5 (14.4)    t(20) = 1.1, p \< .288, d = .24
   ABM-Control   60.7 (9.6)     60.7 (12.4)    t(25) \> 1, p \< .99, d = 0.0
                 t(45) = −2.1   t(45) = −2.4   
                 p \< .044      p \< .022      
                 d = −0.60      d = −0.68      
